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By Russell Neyman

he Stormtrooper-like arrival of winter –
sheets of rain and tree-splintering winds –
forced the cancellation of The Board
Hoarder (Steve Bartocci) presentation at
our club’s midNovember meeting. His basement was flooded and there
was a poweroutage on his
street, so he
simply couldn’t
make it. Out of
necessity I drove
to his shop in
Kirkland the following day to
pick up some
needed teak for
a project I have
in the works.
Steve’s place
is impossible to
describe, but I’ll
try. It’s a garage
(plus
various
temporary outbuildings) in a
typical residential
neighborhood. The only clues that there’s something beyond the ordinary are a few twisted trees leaning against one wall that look
like they came from a Dr. Seuss book.
When the door is opened visitors are confronted with a mass of wood. Any reasonable woodturner – or woodworker – would
feel intimidated.
Entering the garage, you have to
squeeze down a canyon of turning blanks
that go from floor to ceiling, several rows
deep. There are big ones and small ones,
both spalted and figured; mostly cut to
round and sealed. They are also trimmed
for pens, bowls, urns, platters and spindles. The species range from cocobolo to
figured yew to birdseye maple. Actually,
it’s daunting to try to describe the variety of
woods he has because there are just too
many of them, and he’s the only one who
remembers all of the names.

Once you reach the end of that passageway you enter his surprisingly small
workspace filled with a cluttered collection of the requisite equipment: a huge
bandsaw, a table saw, a vacuum system,
and a kiln. Beyond that, there are more
“rooms” of
wood blanks
and stacks
of
tightgrained
treasures.
But
wait;
there’s
more!
To the side
of the garage is one
of
those
The only
canvas
clues that
tents intendthere’s
ed for storsomething
ing a car, (a
beyond the
‘Costco garordinary are
age’) filled
a few twisted
to the roof
trees leaning
with dimenagainst one
sional lumwall that
ber:
oak,
look like
walnut, althey came
der, and the
like. Then,
from a Dr.
at the back
Seuss book.
of that is another tent garage, also filled
with wood. And then another. I haven’t
ventured beyond that third one, but it
wouldn’t surprise me if there was one
more hidden beyond my farthest exploration.
MY VISITS ALWAYS SEEM to end
up in a rambling, friendly conversation
revealing that Steve and I are both passionate about woodworking. I consider
him a friend, although we only see each
other a half-dozen times a year. We
swap stories about trudging through
backyards and forests, looking for that
one exceptional tree that will one day become a prize-winning urn or mantelpiece.
We’re in agreement that, for the most
part, those forays into the wilderness
lead to a dead end, but we both keep up
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treasure.
Curiously, while he knows his wood and
how to create a quality turning blank, he
isn’t a woodturner. In fact, he doesn’t own
a lathe. Still, when we meet, he’s a wealth
of knowledge; and we swap ideas on finding good wood and how to prep it for turning. This visit was no exception.
HERE’S A TIP HE SHARED THIS
TIME: Understandably, he uses up a lot
of bandsaw blades, and the 143-inch ones
for his Rikon aren’t cheap. So, clever man
that he is, he discovered that he can buy
disposable blades on eBay that are intended for meat-cutting. His cost then goes
from $40 each to $8. That’s a great tip.
(The brand name is Kasco)
“Every time one of you woodworkers
comes I learn something new,” he said this
time, after I had told him about several
methods of using CA glue as a finish and
bark stabilizer. “You woodturners have
more different methods of achieving the
same result than the cabinetmakers do,
because you think outside the box. The
resourcefulness is impressive.”
My response was that woodturners
need to be resourceful. That’s the nature
of the beast.
He has an attentive ear when the topic
of drying wood comes up. He boils madrone, for example, but is just learning about
soaking blanks in denatured alcohol. He is
intimately familiar with the high-risk species (e.g. madrone) and those species that
are rare and hard to find. Recently. He
purchased a kiln, which should help process the material.
STEVE IS A TRAINED CHEMIST and
a scientist who happens to have a lifelong
love affair with all things that feature a
woodgrain. His business, based in the hills
north of Bellevue, started as a hobby and
most of his customers come from word-ofmouth referrals. His overhead is low, so
his prices are very reasonable.
Besides bowl blanks, he specializes in
out-of-the-ordinary dimensional lumber,
knife handles, pen-making materials, and
flute blanks. His sources for wood range
from estate sales to building demolitions to
homeowners who have a fallen tree. Once,
he even picked up the keel from a Spanish
shipwreck.
Several of his regulars from our side of
Puget Sound would prefer that he find a

way to make more bowl blanks available
locally. One thought is to convince
Edensaw – the Port Townsend exotic
wood store – to stock his items and sell
them retail. That would obviously drive
the cost up because Edensaw would
take a good-sized markup, but at least
we’d have quality figured bowl blanks
readily available.
He countered with a proposal that he
would come to our meeting every quarter with a good supply of high-end species, offering them to our members.
While that might take away from our
Wood Auction income (which is a very
big part of our annual income) it would
certainly be a benefit to our members.
My inclination is to have him come with
a truckload of prepared blanks because
that will dramatically improve the quality
of our overall finished turnings, but that’s
really something that needs to be discussed. (We would certainly like to hear
your thoughts on this subject. Send your
comments
to
FEEDBACK@opcaaw.com.)
Despite the distance from where
most of us live, Steve has always supported our club, donating gift certificates
and responding to special requests.
Those of us who need clear holly or ebony for finials frequently visit him.
The entire subject of finding good
wood and processing it has been the
subject of much conversation lately at
our club. We have considered the possibility of providing a blanking service for a
nominal charge, but have no clue where
this would take place or who would provide the necessary labor. As always, our
mentors are standing by to discuss the
options that any huge tree round might
offer.
STEVE BARTOCCI IS, TRULY, AN
UNTAPED RESOURCE. Selfishly, I’ve
been tempted to “hoard” what he has to
offer. That is, keep it to myself; sharing
his contact information only with my
closest friends. With this article the secret is out. One suspects that the quality
of our turnings will suddenly take a gigantic leap forward as more and more
woodturners tackle the beautiful species
he has to offer.
Hopefully, we’ll see more of him in
the near future.-RN


“You woodturners
have more
different
methods of
achieving
the
same
result than
the cabinetmakers do,
because
you
think
outside the
box.
The
resourcefulness is impressive.” Steve
Bartocci
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2015
December 9—Christmas Party

Potluck dinner and raffle items with “Red Tickets”. Maybe
some blue ones, too.
2016

January 27

Monthly meeting—A.J. Mearns, Coring

February 24

Monthly meeting—Finishing session II

April 27

Monthly Meeting -Chainsaws and bandsaws to prep a blank

New Video
There is another addition to the video
library of the Craft Supply Company. This
one shows the steps in turning a natural
edged bowl. Give a look. Just click HERE.

a place while I work. The size and shape
can be adjusted to fit almost any lathe and
the features are limited only by the turner’s
imagination.
~ Ray Kallman, Virginia Beach, VA
This piece was taken from the AAW website in



From the AAW
Ever set down your tool on the lathe
bed only to have it roll off? I did, that is,
until I put together a TOOL CADDY to
keep tools temporarily close at hand. The
caddy fits over the bed and can be moved
so as not to interfere with the work or tailstock. It’s designed using ¾" (20mm) plywood but any wood can be used.
Originally, my caddy would hold four
tools, but I soon realized that I could add
other features.
Several holes in the middle hold drive
centers. I added a magnet from a computer hard drive to hold small metal parts like
Allen wrenches. A hole drilled in the edge
holds a pencil. All those little parts that
seem to end up in the shavings now have

their tips section. From a previous piece written by Russell Neyman, you could accomplish the same thing by
drilling 1” holes in the middle of a board and then splitting it down the center of the holes to yield the half
moon shapes to hold your tools. See Russell’s article
from the February 2015 Chattermarks.



"Sandpaper is
just
another
cutting
tool."
- Dick
Raffan

Gift Ideas
Ron Brown’s woodturning web site has
lots of things FOR SALE includimg laser cut
kits for turning Christmas decorations as well
as other holidays. Click HERE to go to his
web site.

With a little input
from you and your
gouge.
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Officer News
& Notes.
THE ELECTION OF OFFICERS, usually
held at our November meeting, will take place
in January. The slate of candidates includes:
Russell Neyman, President
Brad Stave, VP (Training)
Jim Conway, VP (Public Relations)
Pam Kellington, VP (Membership)
Jon Geisbush, Treasurer
Vern West, Secretary
Larry Lemon, Sergeant-At-Arms
There was a great deal of discussion about
adding a new position, Vice President of Electronic Media (aka, Webmaster) but the board
has decided to put that off for at least six
months. The election was postponed while we
sorted out some questions about how elections
are supposed to be run (our Bylaws aren’t very
clear) and because the Tool Swap Meet wasn’t
a good venue to conduct a vote.
Your editor is always looking for new, fresh and
interesting topics to include in YOUR newsletter. Share what you know.

Krissie, a barista who works at a local
espresso stand, loves our "I WOOD" hat.
They are on sale at our Glue & Sandpaper
Desk for $20 each in a variety of colors.
They would make a nice Christmas gift!

CHATTERMARKS
Special
Notice—
THE LIST OF PRIZES to be given
away at our December 9th Woodturners’
Feast potluck is becoming impressive (see list
below). During the year, each member who
brings in a piece for Show and Tell or the
wood auction, receives an additional Red (or
Blue) Ticket. Those will now reap the benefits of their generosity and support. Their
names will be tossed into a large bowl and
then tickets will be drawn out randomly,
with any one person eligible to win up to
three prizes.

And for those of you who are new to the club
and who have not yet had a chance to earn
tickets, we will have a special $1-a-ticket live
raffle for one major prize.
We’re still looking for more items, so if you
have something to donate or have solicited a
prize, contact Cindy Allen at
jcallen4606@gmail.com. Here’s a brief summary of the prizes so far:
 D-Way CBN Wheel
 D-Way Bowl Gouge
 $250 in Craft Supplies merchandise*
 Large Black Walnut bowl blank from
North Woods
 $50 in Board Hoarder bowl blanks*
 $80 in Packard Woodworking merchandise*
 4-Hour Woodturning Lesson with Jimmie
Allen
 $125 Wood Craft merchandise*
 A live Maple Tree from Jeff Childs Landscaping.
 $~150 Edensaw/Rockler Merchandise,
including tools and a large wood blank
 $~50 merchandise from Cook Woods
 $35 Dinner for Two at Everybody’s Restaurant
 $~200 merchandise from Rockler*

In the wake
of the Tool
Swap, a need
for spreading
the
word
about
tools
and equipment
for
sale
has
arisen.
If you have
any
equipment for sale
send photos,
prices
and
good descriptions to the
editor. Click
HERE
for
email link.
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Wait! I didn’t get that!

Feeling left out? Not getting your monthly
newsletter? Frustrated? Well, try being the
guy that sends out those emails with the
newsletter.
Every time I send out a newsletter, I get
back multiple emails that were kicked back
for some reason. Or I have
people ask when they are going to get the newsletter email.
I think what’s happening is that
as the club sends out more and
more
newsletters—currently
we’re sending over 300 per
month—we are designated by your browser
as a “Spammer.” Gasp! And the newsletter
gets dumped into your spam file. So if you
have been having a problem receiving your
club emails lately, check your Spam folder.
In Gmail and Outlook Express, it’s called
“Junk.” In AOL it’s “Spam.” Go to that folder,
check the box for that email and then look for
the pull down menu or button that let’s you
tell the browser that that email is NOT spam
or junk. Easy Peasy— JTC


It’s Due-Due Time
Well, we try everything we can to jog
your memory, put you in the mood or just cajole you into paying your annual dues. Truth
is, YOUR DUES pay for all of the wonderful instruction that you get each month in the
form of a demonstration.
Just like this past month. We had
planned to have the Board Hoarder talk just a
few minutes about what he does. Then due
to storm troubles, he couldn’t make it; and
our own Brad Stave steps out of the phone
booth, cape and all, and gives us a great
demo on turning items that can be used for
gifts. You remember, it’s that time again for
gift giving and decorated trees and listening
to the company bore over fuzzy drinks.
I don’t think I have ever attended a
presentation that I didn’t walk away with at
least one great idea I could apply to my turning. That’s the quality of programming your
club brings to you each month. And for the
$30 per year cost to you, it’s a real bargain.—
JTC

A NEW APPROACH IS AFOOT. After
the Port Townsend Woodworkers Show,
the thought was tossed about to open the
part of the Olympic Peninsula north of the
Hood Canal Bridge to developing more
turning interest.
Senior Mentor Dan Ackerman is taking
the lead exploring the possibility of holding
small workshops and open shops to address the needs of turners in the PT, Sequim and PA area. To make this happen,
however, we would need a venue that is
capable of holding 12-15 members and be
suitable for live turning.
Contact Dan at 360-796-4155 with any
input that you have.—JTC
WE ARE DEEPLY INDEBTED to many
of you who have made generous donations of equipment and cash this past
year. Recently, James MacFarland and
Ron U’ren gave us a boost with major contributions, allowing us to upgrade our video equipment. Previously, Jeff Brody,
Daniel Cave, Tones Briggs, Jeff Childs,
George Luzik, Dave Masters, Mel Knittel
and a host of others have helped us out.
Thanks to you all.

"The
safest
thing you
can do
with a
lathe is
not turn
it on."
- Russell
Neyman

If you are in a position to donate an
old lathe or other equipment that might be
reconditioned and auctioned, please know
that your gifts will be appreciated and put
to good use.—RN


–The Original Stainless
Steel Stopper–
-By Jamie Straw

I

’m on my second go-around as a
“newbie” woodturner. The first project
I tackled after taking a two-day course
from Bonnie Klein years ago was
winestoppers. It’s a long-lost memory how
I first heard about Ruth Niles bottlestoppers, but that’s where I got my first 10
stoppers and I’ve never considered any
others. It’s been a mystery to me why her
name seldom comes up in demos and
YouTube videos on wine-stoppers. She
set the standard – the quality is supreme,
and her customer service is exemplary.
So, with a little push from Russell, I’m
writing this article about Ruth and the beginnings of the StainContinued on Page 7
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less Steel Stopper.
corrode – a very embarrassing occurrence if
you’ve given a stopper as a special gift, and
Why “the original??”
a serious problem if you’re trying to keep
Because the high-quality
customers coming back. Several vendors
FDA approved 304 stainsell stainless steel stoppers, but the vast
less steel stopper of today
majority are imported and threads are rolled/
originated with, and was
pressed instead of cut.
patented by, Ruth Niles
(she shared the patent
Customer Service: In today’s world,
with the manufacturer).
good customer service can be a rare find.
When Ruth, a long-time
We wait for return emails for days, don’t get
Ruth Niles
architectural woodturner,
phone calls returned, or suffer with inconreceived her first order for customer stopsistent product quality. I have found Ruth’s
pers 10 years ago, the only stopper availcustomer service to be outstanding, and esable was chrome-plated and very tall.
pecially value the consistency of her prodDissatisfied with the design’s proportions,
uct! As a turner and artist herself, Ruth unlack of versatility, and sub-par materials,
derstands what we need and can help with
she sat down at a metal lathe and modiall kinds of questions. Another example of
fied it to what she
how Ruth supports her
wanted – a design
clients is the availability
that showed off the
of a an Introductory Kit,
turned artwork better,
which includes 10 stopaccommodated many
pers, a mandrel, two sizdesign
possibilities
es of stub bits and
and looked better in
choice of a draw bar.
the bottle. From the
What a great way to get
very beginning, she
started (once you’ve
chose the option of
turned one, it’s difficult to
the best material
stop – too much fun).
available – 304 SS.
So that’s my pitch for SS
With orders piling
Niles stoppers. If you
up, she continued to
Niles Stainless Steel Intro kit
value top-quality, made
expand to lines for
in USA components for
artists who work in
your turning, I encourglass, stone, metal, granite, beads, lava
age a visit to her website, (where you can
and even antique doorknobs and golf
also find her Joyner offset jigs and other
balls! Ruth has always been very artistspecialty items). You can also check her
oriented, and I believe that’s one reason
Facebook page for more information.
she places such a strong emphasis on
PS: Beware of substitutes – the original
customer service. Her clients helped her
manufacturer is soliciting many of Ruth’s
design the specialty stoppers, and she
customers, intimating that they still make the
helps them with inclusion in her gallery,
Niles stoppers, but they have not for couple
marketing tips and willing acceptance of
of years.
custom orders.
Who is……..Jamie Straw…..??
Always improving: A couple of
Jamie Straw is a two-time newbie at
years ago, Ruth changed to a manufacturwoodturning who lives on Bainbridge Island.
er in Missouri in order to improve the qualShe discovered woodturning in 2009 after a
few years of flat-stock woodworking, and
ity and consistency of her product. One
was just getting rolling when her duties as a
look at the finely machined threads under
horse-trainer became so time– and energymagnification convinced me that they
consuming that she closed up her wood
were superior to any rolled or pressed
shop. In 2015 she retired from the horse
stopper threads. Many of my stopper tops
world after two very serious injuries, and
are made with spalted wood, and a good
opened the doors to the dusty, neglected shop;
clean cut is imperative – both the stopper
eager to get back to turning. She’s doing mostly
threads and the mandrel threads are maspindle work at this time, on a Jet 1236 lathe,
chined.
and is looking forward to marketing items next
year at a few storefronts on Bainbridge. Her faWhy stainless steel? Why Niles?
vorite tools are made by David Schweitzer, and
These stoppers and their O-rings are
she is very grateful for the club’s mentoring proguaranteed for life. They will not pit or
gram!

(thanks, Jamie, for the input– JTC)

One look at
the finely
machined
threads under magnification convinced me
that they
were superior to any
rolled or
pressed
stopper
threads.
-JS
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Many of these sponsors will honor your membership badge with a discount.

CHATTERMARKS
is produced by
and for
The Olympic
Peninsula Chapter of The American Association
of Woodturners OPCAAW
and is published
monthly both
electronically and
for printed distribution. All articles
are copyrighted
by OPCAAW
unless otherwise
noted. Letters to
the Editor and
article submissions are
welcome.
Jim Conway,
Editor

877-672-5275
Www.cookwoods.com

Steve Bartocci, 206-359-4300 ● wopwoody@comcast.net
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The Mentoring Program
CONSIDER A MENTOR—The OPCAAW Mentors are a select group of artisans and professionals who we have
designated to promote, encourage, and
guide novice and intermediate woodturners within our organization. Mentors provide counsel on subjects like shop setup,
equipment purchase, safety, wood preparation and specialized skills. These are
some friendly folks willing to give you a
point in the right direction.
While not actually a formal training
program, meetings with mentors often
become just that. In some cases, advanced formal instruction is available for

an hourly rate.
OPCAAW Mentoring is available only to
members. Please bring your current badge with
you to the first session.
The current Mentors are:
Dan Ackerman (Brinnon)

360-796-4155

Tones Briggs (Port Orchard) 360-271-6448
Bob Hickernell (Bremerton)

360-479-5501

George Kromka (Bremerton) 360-373-1028

Jim Leary (Kingston)

360-297-5872

Jim McFarland (Shelton)

903-352-9807

Brad Stave (Gig Harbor)

206-910-5459

OPCAAW Officers & Staff
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Russell Neyman, President
C: 360-813-4484
President@OPCAAW.com
Brad Stave, VP Training & Education
C: 206-910-5459
Training@OPCAAW.com
Jim Conway, VP Public Relations
C: 360-531-0168
PublicRelations@OPCAAW.com

Schuyler Beaver, VP Membership
H: 360-698-4108
Membership@OPCAAW.com

Jim McFarland, Librarian
903-352-9807
Barbara Davis, Glue & Sandpaper Sales
C: 360-731-2725
Jeff Childs, Video Director
C: 360-303-7074
Jeff Nagley, Cameraman
360-229-3900
Tex Lewis, Cameraman
360-698-3893
Stan Stumbo, Audio
206-842-1458

Peter Gerstel, Secretary
H:360-697-6150
Secretary@OPCAAW.com
Jon Geisbush, Treasurer
H:360-297-1773
Treasurer@OPCAAW.com

Vern West, Sergeant-at-Arms
H:360-479-8634
SergeantatArms@OPCAAW.com
Vito and Vinny Corleone—Dues Collectors
Enforcers@OPCAAW,com

——
To email all Board of Directors at once—
BOD@OPCAAW.com
To email all Staff email at once—
Staff@OPCAAW.com
——-

STAFF POSITIONS

Larry Matkins Webmaster
360-551-1044
Webmaster@OPCAAW
Cindy Allen, Special Events Coordinator
H:360-373-3041
SpecialEvents@OPCAAW.com

Show–quality
figured bowl, pen, and
spindle blanks
nwfiguredwoods.com
800-556-3106
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